2018 ITA Division I National Men’s Team Indoor Championship

Quarterfinals
No. 13 Columbia 4, No. 12 Baylor 2

Doubles
1. Johannes Schretter/Will Little (BAY) def. Victor Pham/Jackie Tang (COL) 6-1
2. Jack Lin/William Matheson (COL) def. Jimmy Bendeck/Matias Soto (BAY) 6-3
3. Roy Smith/Sven Lah (BAY) def. Adam Ambrozy/Michael Rolski (COL) 6-3

Order of Finish: 1, 2, 3

Singles
1. Victor Pham (COL) def. Bjoern Petersen (BAY) 6-2, 6-1
2. Johannes Schretter (BAY) vs. Jackie Tang (COL), unfinished
3. Jack Lin (COL) def. Sven Lah (BAY) 6-4, 6-1
4. Matias Soto (BAY) def. Adam Ambrozy (COL) 6-4, 6-2
5. Austen Huang (COL) def. Will Little (BAY) 6-3, 6-4
6. Timothy Wang (COL) def. Roy Smith (BAY) 6-1, 6-2

Order of Finish: 1, 6, 4, 3, 5